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Gears of War: Hivebusters #3
A teenage girl struggles to overcome the trauma of war in an alternate, matriarchal 1900s Asia that's
brimming with arcane dangers. This task is made all the more difficult by her mysterious psychic link to
an eldritch monster of tremendous power a connection that will transform them both, and place them in
the crosshairs of both human and otherworldly powers. Creator/writer MARJORIE LIU (who made
history as the first woman to win an Eisner Award for Best Writer) and creator/artist SANA TAKEDA
present a deluxe, oversized hardcover edition of their beloved breakout comic in MONSTRESS, BOOK
ONE. This massive edition features a striking new cover and includes never-before-seen sketches, script
pages, and more for over 500 pages of award-winning content. Collects MONSTRESS #1-18

Gears of War Omnibus, Vol. 1
The official prequel to the action video game Gears 5, beginning immediately after Gears of War 4 and
leading directly into the new game. THE OFFICIAL BRIDGE TO GEARS 5 Following Reyna Diaz's
death at the hands of the Swarm, Kait seals her mother's tomb, swearing revenge. With her allies,
including JD Fenix and Del Walker, she returns to New Ephyra to warn the Coalition of Ordered
Governments: THE SWARM IS COMING However, First Minister Jinn requires proof of the threat.
She also demands their utter loyalty, driving a wedge between the allies. Joined by Marcus Fenix, Kait
strikes out on her own while JD and Del embark on a sanctioned mission to prove that the threat is real.
With the fate of humankind hanging in the balance, it's a race against time.

Ultimate Comics Avengers by Mark Millar Omnibus
Before he was a general leading the assault against humanity on the surface, RAAM was an upstart
commander tasked with waging an unwinnable war against the Lambent to protect the Locust homeland.
With the enemy pushing inexorably forward, RAAM knows the Horde must turn its attention to more
vulnerable prey, and he'll use every atrocity and deception at his disposal to bring Queen Myrrah around
to his way of thinking. See how it all began in this prequel to the original Gears of War, as the Queen's
deadliest servant steers the course of history to bring about Emergence Day and the attack on humans,
setting in motion the events of the game!

The Legend of the Fire Princess (She-Ra Graphic Novel #1)
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The Terran military, the Astral Force, launches a mission to crush a colonial rebellion on the colony of
Cerberus. The results of that mission ripple across the planets of the Centauria, and place the entire
system on the brink of war. Lieutenant Katja Emmes is a platoon commander, leader of the 10-trooper
strike team aboard the fast-attack craft Rapier. Although fully trained, she has never led troops in real
operations before, and lives in the shadow of her war-hero father. Sublieutenant Jack Mallory is fresh
out of pilot school, daydreaming about a fighter pilot position in the space fleet and in for a rude
awakening. Lieutenant Commander Thomas Kane uses a six-month deployment in command of Rapier
to secure his rise to stardom within the military. As violence erupts, each will be tested as never before.
How they respond may decide the fate of Terra, and Earth.

Gears of War: Hivebusters #1
RED SONJA LIVES! Dynamite Entertainment presents a bold new direction for the mother of all
warriors, Red Sonja! Sonja finds herself with more than she bargained for as she takes the throne of her
homelands! Under the direction of writer Joshua (Death Dealer) Ortega, Queen Sonja #1-6 (collected
here along with a complete cover gallery) also features the return of artist Mel Rubi!

Alpha Flight Classic Vol. 1
The champions of BioWare's award winning series embark on thrilling interstellar expeditions through
alien war and existential crisis, struggling for peace and fighting for the right to survive. Mass Effect's
vibrant world is teeming with conflict, and always on the edge of tipping into despair--but there are
some who still struggle to maintain order in the chaos and secure the future of the galaxy. Join Liara as
she teams up with the Drell Feron to recover the body of Commander Shepard from the Shadow Broker,
uncover the origins of the Illusive Man in an epic tale of betrayal and discovery, and witness Aria defend
the space station Omega from Cerberus forces, as well as the internal conflicts at Cerberus and the lives
of the agents who serve it. Also included in this volume are collected stories of characters you love like
Garrus, Tali'Zorah, and Wrex, and the series Discovery which follows the Turian soldier Tiran Kandros.
This book compiles all of the Mass Effect comic book series in one affordable, accessible, and
comprehensive format--a must buy for fans of the Mass Effect universe and BioWare. Collects Mass
Effect: Redemption #1-4, Mass Effect: Evolution #1-4, Mass Effect: Invasion #1-4, Mass Effect:
Homeworlds #1-4, Mass Effect: Foundation #1-13, and Mass Effect: Discovery #1-4.

Marvel's SPIDER-MAN: Hostile Takeover
A heartbreaking chapter in the history of Iron Man as the events of CIVIL WAR II come crashing down
around him. But what exactly is Doctor Doom up to as the Marvel Universe is engulfed in all-out war?
The hits keep on coming as Brian Michael Bendis puts Tony Stark's invincible alter ego to the test like
never before! COLLECTING: Invincible Iron Man 12-14, TBD

Gears of War Poster Collection
The best-selling video game series returns to comics! Discover the origins of General RAAM and how
he became the most feared Locust on all Sera. Includes free code for exclusive digital game content!
FOR THE HORDE! Before he was a general leading the assault against humanity on the surface,
RAAM was an upstart commander tasked with waging an unwinnable war against the Lambent to
protect the Locust homeland. With the enemy pushing inexorably forward, he knows the Horde must
turn its attention to more vulnerable prey, and he'll use every atrocity and deception at his disposal to
bring Queen Myrrah around to his way of thinking. A prequel to the original Gears of War, written by
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Kurtis J. Wiebe (Rat Queens) with art by Max Dunbar (Dungeons & Dragons). See how it all began as
the Queen's deadliest servant steers the course of history to bring about Emergence Day and the attack
on humans, setting in motion the events of the game!

Gears of War: Jacinto's Remnant
With the memories of those they've lost fresh in their minds, Team Scorpio has finally made it to the
hive. But as they fight their way through, they'll also uncover a disturbing secret that could tip the
balance in their fight against the Swarm. Don't miss the penultimate issue of this new Gears of War
mission!

The Art of Gears of War 4
Continuing the saga of the bestselling game series! With the Locust Horde apparently destroyed,
Jacinto’s survivors have begun to rebuild human society on the Locusts’ stronghold. Raiding pirate
gangs take a toll—but it’s nothing that Marcus Fenix and the Gears can’t handle. Then the nightmare that
they thought they’d left behind begins to stalk them again. Something far worse, something even the
Locust dreaded, has emerged to spread across the planet, and not even this remote island haven is
beyond its reach. Gears and Stranded must fight side by side to survive their deadliest enemy yet, falling
back on the savage tactics of another bloody siege—Anvil Gate. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Gears of War: Anvil Gate
The official art book for the video game Gears Tactics. Gears Tactics is the fast-paced, turn-based
strategy game from one of the most-acclaimed video game franchises - Gears of War. Outnumbered and
fighting for survival, recruit and command your squad to hunt down an evil mastermind who makes
monsters. In this lavish book, the full development process of the characters, weapons, armor, enemies
and environments of the game is uncovered. From initial sketches through to beautiful final production
art, the evolution of Gears Tactics is revealed, accompanied by fascinating insight from the artists and
developers. Take a step into the war-scarred world of Sera and experience Gears of War from a whole
new perspective.

Gears of War: Bloodlines
Enter the war-torn world of Sera and join the desperate fight against the Locust with this deluxe Gears of
War® poster collection. With forty high-quality removable posters, this collection features exciting
poster art and striking visuals of the memorable characters, key scenes, and deadly weapons of the
critically acclaimed video game series.

Gears of War: Ascendance
Prepare for the Gears 5 game with this pulse-pounding mission and a whole new squad! All first
printings include a download code to access the "Hivebusters Bundle," which contains the Mechanic
Mac skin as well as a banner of the Hivebusters cover art. After successfully busting a Swarm hive on
the remote island of Pahanu, this suicide squad will face their most dangerous mission yet--going after
the Swarm that decimated the home settlement of one of their own! As Mac seeks to take revenge
against the monsters that wiped out his hometown, tempers rise as Keegan and Lahni try to keep the
team on track, but are they on a collision course with certain death? Set on the fictional planet of Sera,
the Gears of War series charts the story of humanity's struggle against an army of monstrous, fearsome,
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and brutal adversaries through a captivating tale of hope, comradery, and survival.

The Umbrella Academy Library Edition Volume 3: Hotel Oblivion
The new novel set within the action of the Xbox Game Studios video game Gears 5, by New York
Times bestselling author Jason Hough. THE OFFICIAL TIE-IN TO THE EXCITING VIDEO GAMES
GEARS 5 AND GEARS TACTICS In the aftermath of Settlement 2's destruction, Kait Diaz reels from
the near loss of a close friend amid utter defeat at the hands of the Swarm. To move forward, she must
choose either to walk the Outsider path of her mother, or rise to her beckoning duty as a Gear, as her
father did. As Kait grapples with her circumstance, an unexpected ally illuminates secrets from the past
that offer a new perspective. Over four decades before, the two superpowers of Sera - the Coalition of
Ordered Governments, and the Union of Independent Republics - wage a bitter, worldwide conflict
known as the Pendulum Wars. For nearly a century, the two have fought to wrest control over Sera's
most precious energy resource: Imulsion. On the 79th year of the Pendulum Wars, Gabriel Diaz is a
decorated Lieutenant Colonel serving the Coalition, assigned to Vectes Naval Base - a fortress that's
seen little action despite its close proximity to UIR territory. The island's relative quiet is disturbed when
a COG special forces team known as Ghost Squad arrive with a mysterious mission to the nearby island
of Knifespire: an unforgiving rock of seemingly no strategic value. When the Ghosts send out a distress
call, it's up to Gabe to evacuate them - and what he discovers on Knifespire could change the very
course of the Pendulum Wars. There, the Battle of Gatka Ridge will define Gabe's legacy, and shape the
future of his daughter, Kait Diaz.

Gears of War 3
The Art of Gears of War 3 takes you behind the scenes of one of Epic Games' biggest releases. It
features character, environment, monster, weapons, and vehicle concept art and production art in
comprehensive galleries. The book shows some of the unseen art that makes Gears of War 3 one of
history's most anticipated games.

Star Wars: Clone Wars Volume 5: The Best Blades
The genre-defining videogame series Halo explodes in an epic saga following a unit of elite soldiers
known as Spartans and their struggle to save humanity from the alien Covenant. The ongoing saga of
one of the largest video game franchises in history reprinted in a size perfect for the bookshelf. Witness
the electrifying exploits of the UNSC Spartans--including the origin of Sarah Palmer, the thrilling return
of the Master Chief, and more--as they defend humanity across the galaxy!

Gears of War: Hivebusters #2
A fictional collection of notes and personal anecdotes expands on the declassified testimony and the
history of the world within the game "Gears of War," serving as an in-game artifact within the timeline
of the series.

Virtues of War
The Invisibles Omnibus
Don't miss the first epic She-Ra and the Princesses of Power graphic novel, based on stories by
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showrunner Noelle Stevenson! Even after everything that's happened, the world outside the Horde's
walls is still a strange one to Adora. Each day she's learning more about her growing powers as She-Ra,
including something new: the ability to heal corrupted runestones. Runestones are the magical source
from which princesses like Frosta, Mermista, and Perfuma draw their power, but Glimmer knows of
another runestone -- one with a dark past. Long ago a fire princess ruled the lands to the west, until her
thirst for power corrupted her, and led to the ruin of her kingdom. Glimmer thinks the lost fire runestone
could give the Rebellion an edge in the fight against the Horde, but claiming this ancient power won't be
easy especially not when the Horde has their eyes set on the same prize. Don't miss this original graphic
novel based on stories by She-Ra showrunner and New York Times bestselling author Noelle Stevenson,
with script by Gigi D.G. and art by Paulina Ganucheau!

Invincible Iron Man Vol. 3
MARCUS FENIX. WAR HERO. LOYAL SON. TRAITOR. Ten years after Emergence Day, as the
Locust Horde advances on humanity’s last defended area—Ephyra—in a bloody war that has seen billions
die, Marcus Fenix does the unthinkable: he defies orders and abandons his post during a critical battle in
a bid to rescue his father, weapons scientist Adam Fenix. But Adam is buried in the rubble during a
ferocious assault on the Fenix mansion, and Ephyra falls to the enemy. Marcus, grieving for a father
everyone believes is dead, is court-martialed for dereliction of duty and sentenced to forty years in the
Coalition of Ordered Government’s brutal maximum security prison, known simply as the Slab. But
Adam is very much alive, snatched from the destruction by the elite Onyx Guard on Chairman Richard
Prescott’s orders. He’s now a long way from home and in a prison of his own—a COG doomsday bunker
on the tropical island of Azura, a place hidden from the rest of Sera since the Pendulum Wars. His own
guilty secret has been exposed: Adam knew the Locust existed deep below the surface of Sera long
before Emergence Day, and were being driven from their tunnels by a lethal parasite known as the
Lambent. Now he has to find a way to destroy the Lambent while the dwindling COG forces fight to
hold back a growing Locust army that’s threatening to overrun the city. As Adam struggles to find
redemption in his comfortable island jail, Marcus seeks his own atonement in the squalid, closed world
within the Slab’s granite walls. While Dom Santiago and Anya Stroud fight to get him released, ready to
make any sacrifice to free him, Marcus gradually finds unexpected kinship among Sera’s most
dangerous criminals—and a way to carry on his personal war against the Locust. “Adam, you knew this
day would come.” It was a familiar voice: silky, imperial, polished, and utterly human. “Hello, Myrrah.”
Adam Fenix found himself thinking of the terrible Locust food again. “You got my message, then.” “And
how right you were. We do need you. And we shall take you. I hope you’re not planning anything
foolish. You have responsibilities, Adam.” It would be a living death. The Locust Queen would never
release him, even if he developed a countermeasure. But he didn’t deserve any better. “I also have my
service pistol.” “And I can take your son at any time.” He had the measure of her, then, and she had his.
“You leave Marcus out of this. It’s a condition.” He opened the desk drawer and took out the handgun, a
9mm officer’s weapon. It made a distinctive clunk on the wooden desktop as he slammed it down. “If
anything happens to him, I don’t care what happens to the rest of Sera.”

Ascendance
Based on the blockbuster Xbox game, this is the stunning story of the men and women who stood
between a planet and total destruction—and now have to face the consequences of their actions. After a
brutal fifteen-year war for survival, the Coalition of Ordered Governments is forced to destroy
mankind’s last city in a final bid to stop the Locust Horde. As the survivors flee Jacinto, they must
contend with the last of the Locust, bent on vengeance, as they struggle to stay alive in an icy
wilderness. Marcus Fenix, Dom Santiago, and their fellow Gears fight to get Jacinto’s refugees to a safe
haven, but find themselves in a lawless new world where the enemy is human—and as desperate and
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dangerous as any grub.

Gears Tactics - the Art of the Game
The official prequel to the action video game Gears 5, beginning immediately after Gears of War 4 and
leading directly into the new game. Following Reyna Diaz's death at the hands of the Swarm (in Gears
of War 4), Kait seals her mother's tomb and swears revenge. As she, JD, Del, Marcus, Cole, Samantha,
and Baird lick their wounds and resupply, First Minister Jinn summons them to New Ephyra, promising
that the "crimes" they committed will be forgiven. Before they can rejoin the Coalition, however, Jinn
demands proof of their loyalty, and of the threat of the Swarm. Promised a new command, JD and Del
agree. Plagued by nightmares, Kait rebels and refuses. When she discovers that two teens from her
devastated village have survived, she goes rogue and strikes out to rescue them, accompanied by Marcus
Fenix. Pursued by the robotic DeeBees, Kait and Marcus search for survivors. Instead they find an
overwhelming force of the enemy--and an unexpected ally. Meanwhile JD and Del lead a mission to
locate the Swarm, only to be cut off from New Ephyra. Trapped and surrounded, they're on their own.
Picking up where Gears of War 4 left off, GEARS OF WAR: ASCENDANCE is the official, actionpacked bridge between that game and Gears 5.

Gears of War: Hivebusters
All of superstar Mark Millar's Ultimate Avengers sagas, collected in one oversized volume! In a bid to
learn the truth about the devious Red Skull, Captain America goes rogue and S.H.I.E.L.D. commissions
a new group of Avengers to bring him in. But can Nick Fury, Hawkeye, War Machine, Red Wasp, the
new Black Widow and Nerd Hulk hope to keep Cap from his mission? Then: a 7-foot-tall biker with a
flaming skull has been brutally murdering rich and powerful men across America, and the White House
orders the Avengers to take down the Ghost Rider by any means necessary. Plus: the half-vampire Blade
is used to taking out the undead one at a time, but the various clans have become bolder since gaining a
charismatic new leader: a mysterious vampire encased in a salvaged Iron Man suit. And finally:
Avengers vs. New Ultimates! COLLECTING: ULTIMATE AVENGERS 1-6, ULTIMATE
AVENGERS 2 1-6, ULTIMATE AVENGERS 3 1-6, ULTIMATE COMICS AVENGERS vs. NEW
ULTIMATES 1-6

Gears of War: The Slab
Two Gears of War comic book series are collected in this special omnibus edition. First, as the
Pendulum Wars rage on, Marcus Fenix and his right-hand man Dominic Santiago are deployed on their
first military tour and must endure the harsh reality of battle, loss, and the waning hope of victory. Then,
in the "Dirty Little Secrets" miniseries, follow Marcus and the rest of Delta Squad as they fight to defend
the last of humanity. Collects issues #14-24 of the DC Comics series.

Ltd Ed Art of Gears of War 3
As Team Scorpio presses on toward Mac's hometown, they also begin to uncover more about his painful
past. But with emotions running high, will the team be able to give it their all once they uncover the
lurking Swarm? The Hivebusting action continues here!

Gears of War Omnibus, Vol. 2
25 years after the events of Gears of War 3, a fresh generation of heroes will encounter a new enemy
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that threatens to bring humanity even closer to extinction. To commemorate the next chapter, Dark
Horse Books is joining forces with The Coalition to bring fans The Art Of Gears Of War 4. This
gorgeous volume is a must-have item for veteran Gears and rookies alike!

Gears of War: Coalition's End
Set between The Fall of the Sith Empire and Dark Lords of the Sith, this 'missing' instalment of Tales of
the Jedi provides essential background to George Lucas's epic Star Wars saga.

Gears of War: Judgment
With its acclaimed gameplay, intensecharacters, and visceral action, the GEARS OF WAR franchise has
helped definethe modern shooter genre. Written by Arthur Gies, GEARS OF WAR: RETROSPECTIVE
isa detailed look back the entire GEARS franchise, from the first game's initialdevelopment as an Xbox
360 title, all the way up to the series' upcoming entry -GEARS 5. Learn the history of GEARS through
thewords of its developers, designers, and artists, accompanied by key visuals,concept art, and more.

Halo Omnibus Volume 1
Presents a collection of three volumes of "The Invisibles," stories of secret rebels who use time travel,
magic, and violence to battle alien leaders, the Archons of Outer Church, who have used physical and
psychic techniques to dominate humanity.

Gears of War
Marcus Fenix and Dominic Santiago fought together at the pivotal battle of Aspho Fields, but now as
they fight to save the remnants of the human race from the menace of the Locust Horde, secrets from the
past return to haunt them.

Gears of War: Hivebusters #4
Following the sinking of the Jacinto at the conclusion of Volume 2, the Gears have fled to the island of
Vectes where they struggle to defend the last remnants of humankind from The Stranded and a new
menace, The Lambent—a deadly, mutating lifeform . Collects issues #14-24 of Gears of War.

Mass Effect: the Complete Comics
Check out the New York Times best selling comics series before the new season of Umbrella Academy
debuts July 31st 2020 on Netflix! With a new Netflix show and a third comics series, the dysfunctional
family of superheroes returned with a vengeance in 2019. Now that acclaimed series, Hotel Oblivion,
gets an oversized hardcover treatment, with the complete 7-issue story, plus a greatly expanded
sketchbook section. Faced with an increasing number of lunatics with superpowers eager to fight his
wunderkind brood, Sir Reginald Hargreeves developed the ultimate solution . . . But their past is coming
back to haunt them. Collects The Umbrella Academy: Hotel Oblivion issues #1-#7.

Gears of War: the Rise of Raam
The official prequel to MARVEL'S SPIDER-MAN, the PS4 exclusive video game from Marvel and
Insomniac Games, with a thrilling adventure that leads directly into the game narrative itself THE
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OFFICIAL PREQUEL TO THE BLOCKBUSTER ACTION VIDEO GAME! PETER PARKER is
caught in a complicated web. Working in a cutting-edge laboratory, he's a young scientist who's trying to
make a difference. Yet he's constantly burdened by the responsibilities of his second career as the crimefighting SPIDER-MAN Wilson Fisk--the so-called Kingpin of Crime--has returned to New York,
establishing himself publicly as an altruistic entrepreneur and philanthropist. Spider-Man knows better,
but he can't uncover Fisk's scheme that, if executed, will make the crime lord "too big to fail." When a
new threat--a deadly doppelganger with Spider-Man's suit and abilities--wreaks havoc in the streets, can
the real wall-crawler prove his innocence? With the clock ticking and lives on the line, can Spider-Man
stop the brutal rampage of the Blood Spider? Will Spider-Man fall to his fears and foes, or will he rise
and be greater?

Michael Recycle Meets Litterbug Doug
Defeat the Horde! The comics saga of the best-selling video game series begins here. Discover what
happens in the wake of the original game! Bridging the gap between Gears of War 1 and 2, follow the
brutal adventures of Marcus Fenix and Delta Squad in the battle against the Locusts! Find out what
happened after the Lightmass Bombing and how the Locusts will react to this devastating weapon.
Collects issues #1-13 of the DC Comics series.

Gears of War: The Rise of RAAM
Michael Recycle, the green-caped crusader, tries to stop Litterbug Doug from collecting so much trash.

Gears of War: Retrospective
"Try us all, these times do. In this war, unsheathed must all of the Jedi's blades be. Survive constant use,
even the best blades cannot." —Master Yoda The darkest days of the Clone Wars have arrived, when even
victories are cause for abiding sorrow; when the hopes for a brighter future are lost in the turmoil of a
divided galaxy; and when friendships are tools of convenience and the reason for betrayals. From
political intrigue within the Senate to bloody battlefields on exotic worlds, the war has left its mark on
the bystanders as well as the combatants, and the events in this wide-ranging volume reveal the extent of
the damage. Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker battle for survival; Senator Bail Organa struggles
to preserve freedom within the Republic; and Master Yoda strives to prevent an old friend from plunging
a system into war in four exciting stories from the Clone Wars!

Queen Sonja
From the creators of Gears of War and Kurtis Wiebe, the writer of the hit Rise of RAAM miniseries,
comes a pulse-pounding new mission with a whole new squad: Team Scorpio! After successfully
busting a Swarm hive on the remote island of Pahanu, this suicide squad will face their most dangerous
mission yet--going after the Swarm that decimated the home settlement of one of their own!

Aspho Fields
Marcus Fenix and the Delta Squad fight for the survival of the human race against the Locust Horde.

Knights of the Old Republic
The Delta Squad continues its efforts to save the world's survivors, who have been forced to destroy
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their own cities and civilizations, from the brutal Locust Horde that launched its first attack fifteen years
earlier.

Monstress: Book One
The fight against the Swarm gets personal as Mac seeks to take revenge against the monsters that wiped
out his hometown. But as tempers rise, will Keegan and Lahni be able to keep the team on track, or are
they on a collision course with certain death? The hivebusting action continues here!
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